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Introduction
I am pleased to introduce the Centre Evaluation and Planning Report for Bandon Youthreach.
This report is an important contribution to the future development of the centre and has been
developed as part of the Quality Framework Process. I have found this process extremely
useful in designing a comprehensive action plan for myself, as a Coordinator and the staff
team moving forward.
This report has been developed through consultation with students, centre staff, the CoOrdinator, ETB Management, parents/guardians/significant adults and employers. The
process involved two facilitated days during which the stakeholders reviewed centre practice,
prioritised areas for further development and documented an action plan. A one-year
timeframe has been developed for the implementation of the action plan. During this time
the implementation of actions will be monitored and evaluated on an on-going basis.
I would like to confirm that the ETB approve the implementation of the actions outlined and
agree to provide the necessary supports to enable the centre to achieve the goals set out in
this report.
I would like to express my gratitude to all those who were involved in the development of the
report. I appreciate the hard work and professionalism that was involved as well as the clear
commitment to the ongoing improvement of the programmes delivered and services
provided by the centre.
We are very grateful for the assistance and advice of the CETB Chief Executive, Ted Owens,
the Director of Further Education & Training, John Fitzgibbons, the Adult Education Officer,
Ger Canning and the Area Coordinator, Michael Crowley.
Sincere gratitude is due to the Staff at Youthreach Bandon for their enduring energy and
inspirational teamwork throughout the evaluation process: Hughie, Deborah, Sabrina, Cyril,
Kate, Jenni and Owen.
Particular appreciation is due to the students of the centre, their parents and employers who
completed questionnaires and thereby greatly assisted in informing process.
I would also like to acknowledge the vital contributions of the very efficient and professional
facilitator, Anne Marie Beattie.

Signed: _____________________________
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Who was involved?

Background to the Quality Framework Staff Team.
Process.
- QF Facilitator
Focus on Hopes and Concerns.
Group Contract.
Timeline/Overview of the Year/Statistics.
Mission Statement Aims and Objectives
History of the centre.
SCOT Analysis
Feedback from Administration Review
Feedback from Student Evaluation.
Feedback from ETB Management
Feedback from Parent Review
Feedback from Employers
Feedback from other Stakeholders
Review of Actions from ICE/CEIP 2015
Evaluation of Quality Area Teaching and
Learning
Evaluation of new Quality Standard areas for
2017
Documenting evidence of what the centre is
doing well
Documenting areas for improvement
Developing an Action Plan
Documenting a Timeframe for the Action Plan
Monitoring arrangements
Group round/Feedback
Closure

Dates

31st November & 1st
December 2017

Background to the Quality Framework
A Quality Framework Initiative (QFI) for Youthreach and Senior Traveller Training Centres
was established in November 2000.
Primary purpose:


To assist staff to examine centre practice, identify strengths and challenges and
implement actions to improve the service they provide



Accountability:
o Annual Reports were to be documented and sent to: ETB’s
 National Youthreach Coordinator
 Regional and local management
 Other relevant organisations
o Evidence for DES inspectors when they carried out inspections in centres
o Information for various stakeholders
The overall aim of Quality Framework is to improve the quality of work in centres. This was
originally achieved through exploring specific Quality Standards within the framework, by
either an Internal Centre Evaluation (ICE) or a Centre Development Planning (CDP) Process
The Quality Framework process aims to achieve the following outcomes:






Enhancing shared understanding by staff and stakeholder groups, of the overall
service that is being provided by centres.
Teambuilding.
Capacity Building –where staff become more competent and confident in the
delivery of their service.
Increasing staff engagement, sense of ownership and self-determination.
Increased intentionality –that centres end up with plan, a sense of direction and a
commitment to making progress.

Centre Evaluation and Improvement Plan (CEIP)
At the 2014 National Association of Youthreach Coordinator (NAYC) annual conference, a
working group was set up and given a mandate, to review and update the original Quality
Framework/Quality Standards, guidelines and support material.
The working group consisted of Gerry Griffin, the National Youthreach Co coordinator and
four Q.F. Facilitators, Lorraine O Leary, Josephine Dempsey, Theresa McLoughlin and Maura
White. Dr. Mary Gordon, National Education Psychological Services (NEPS), with
responsibility for Guidance, Counselling and psychological services within Youthreach, was
invited to attend meetings in order to include her areas of expertise as new Quality
Standard areas within the framework. Sheila Sullivan – Quality Framework facilitator was

contracted, on behalf of the working group to compile the revised Quality Standards,
guidelines and relevant support materials.
During 2014-2016 the working group reviewed and updated the Quality Framework process
to reflect current needs and legislation. The original ICE and CDP processes that were
central to Quality Framework were incorporated into a new process called CEIP - Centre
Evaluation and Improvement Plan.
The original 27 Quality Standards were reviewed, some combined, others updated, and 6
new standard areas were added to reflect the present requirements of centres, ETBs, the
Department of Education and Skills inspectorate and guidelines. The new areas are:






14 Critical Incident Planning
15 Support Services and Practices
16 Implementation of the WEB Wheel model in centres.
17 Evaluation of the SEN Initiative in SENI centres.
21 Implementation and Evaluation of Soft Skills Framework
(This area is still in the planning stage)
23 Teaching and Learning.

There still continues to be scope, within the new CEIP process, for centres to evaluate other
areas of importance, such as programmes, activities, methodologies, etc that are relevant to
the centre.
The CEIP Process - Centre Evaluation and Improvement Plan - was rolled out to all
Youthreach centres during 2016.

History of the Centre
The Youthreach Programme expanded into Bandon in 1999. Initially it was a subdivision of
the Ballincollig centre, focused around a two day operation in the town hall in Bandon. This
phase of piloting ended in the spring of 2000 when we occupied our current premises at
Station Road.
The original premises had to be converted from a garage and plant hire store into useable
classroom and office facilities. The years 2000 and 2001 will be remembered for the work
carried out by the staff and students of both Ballincollig and Bandon Youthreach to develop
the centre. Due to the cold weather conditions suffered in 2001, the centre had central
heating installed.
The year 2002 saw the opening of two more satellite centres of Ballincollig; Macroom and
Bantry. This resulted in a major recruitment drive and transfer of staff. Michael Crowley was
at this time the Area Coordinator to all four centres and the appointed management team
was Larry Dorgan - Youthreach Ballincollig, Catherine Doyle - Youthreach Macroom, Danny
Crowley – Youthreach Bantry and Eric McNally – Youthreach Bandon. In January 2003,
Michael Crowley resigned as Area Coordinator and in turn saw the appointment of Eric
McNally as Acting Area Coordinator. Eric moved office from Youthreach Bandon over to
Youthreach Ballincollig, thus transferring Larry Dorgan as Centre Manager from Ballincollig to
Bandon.
In 2005 the decision by County Cork VEC was made to operate all four Youthreach Centres as
standalone centres and Larry Dorgan was at this time appointed as Youthreach Bandon
Coordinator, where he remained in situ until this year, 2017.
Bandon Youthreach staff since 2003:
 Marian Dorgan – Administrator:
 David Kenny – Resource Person & Acting Coordinator:
 Deborah Creedon – Teacher (IT, Communications)
 Sabrina Dorgan – Teacher (Geography)
 Patricia Duane – Teacher & Resource Person
 Cyril McSweeney – Teacher (Catering)
 Geraldine Allen-Ross – Teacher (Art)
 Con Fitzpatrick – Teacher (Metal Work)
 Catherine Doyle – Resource Person
 Ger O’Neill – Teacher (Metal Craft)
 Mary Kate O’Keeffe – Teacher (Catering)
 Donna McNamara – Teacher (Art)
 Dawn French – Teacher (Maths)
 Carla Nugent – Teacher (Maths, Business Studies)
 John Healy – Care Taker/ Bus Driver
 Orla Creedon – Teacher (Maths)
 Jenni O’Connor – Teacher (Communications)
 Denis Murphy – Teacher (Maths)
 Sandra Keane – Teacher (Maths)
 Laura O’Donovan – Coordinator

2000 – 2016
2002 – 2016
2002 – Present
2004 – Present
2008 – 2010 & 2012 – 2017
2008 – Present
2007 – 2017
2007 - 2016
2000 – 2002
2000 - 2003
2002 – 2007
2002 – 2007
2001 – 2005
2007 – 2010
2001 – 2011
2010 – 2012
2012 - Present
2012 – 2013
2013 – 2016
2016 – Present





Hughie O Donovan – Resource Person
Kate Heneghan – Maths Teacher
Owen Kelly – Teacher (Art)

2017 – Present
2016 – Present
2016 – Present

Also to be acknowledged in this document was the invaluable experience and dedication
shown by all other temporary, substitution teachers and service providers who gave so gladly
to the progression of the centre and all students who have passed through our doors.
The catchment area for the centre is quite large and includes the rural areas surrounding
Dunmanway, Clonakilty, Kinsale and Bandon.
Access to the centre was quite difficult for students until a 24 seated bus was purchased in
June of 2001. The daily bus route was Coolmountain, north of Dunmanway, Dunmanway
town and Clonakilty town to Bandon. Unfortunately due to the retirement of our bus driver
John Healy this facility is no longer available as there was no allocation in the redevelopment
of the centre budget to replace the service of direct transport to Youthreach Bandon.
However, we still have two busses that are driven by qualified staff, to transport students for
recreational and academic purposes to areas of interest.
Students are also where applicable, in receipt of a travel allowance that assists in the cost of
travel by use of public or private transport. A good number of our current students avail of
this facility and commute to us from some of the following places:
 Dunmanway
 Kinsale
 Enniskeane
 Ballineen
 Clonakilty
Raising the profile of the centre began way back in 2002 when we embarked on an ambitious
project known as “The Willow Woman” for the Mallow Garden Flower Festival 2002. The
finished piece stood 30ft tall and had to be transported by an articulated lorry to the festival.
The construction involved weaving with cane; the frame, shield and spear were constructed
at our own metal workshop by our students. It is now a permanent feature in a local garden
centre.
On receipt of a HSE Grant we purchased sporting and outdoor equipment and this saw the
introduction of hill walking and camping to the programme. The equipment is still being used
for projects such as Gaisce and other outdoor pursuits undertaken by the centre.
More recently we have engaged with organisations and charities such as Age Action Ireland,
Irish Cancer Society, Bandon Tidy Towns, Bothar na mBo and Cork Simon in order to further
develop our public profile and also to raise the awareness of our students. In March last year
we organised and hosted a coffee morning in support of Irish Cancer Society and raised over
€1000 for the cause. In December 2016 the students and staff filled over forty shoeboxes for
the Christmas Shoebox Appeal. We have also raised large sums of money for other charities
by organising local events within the community such as bag packing, Christmas Jumper day,
sponsored walks, local clean-ups but to mention a few.

As part of the summer programme for the past three years we’ve worked closely with Age
Action Ireland. In the summer of 2016 we welcomed elderly members of our community
through our doors and using the IT skills of our students we taught eight retired Gardaí and
their wives how to use their own tablets, mobile phone devices, laptops or computers. Each
student was allocated an elderly learner and given the opportunity to teach the individual
essential skills such as setting up an email account, how to electronically send a photograph
to a loved one, how to delete cookies from their browsers and any other task the learner
wished to undertake. This was a hugely successful undertaking by the centre and received
fabulous feedback from Age Action.
Since 2000 the centre has been developed beyond recognition, incorporating two new
computer suites, a fully functional industrial style kitchen, and new bathroom facilities for
both male & female students and staff, a new staff room, installation of windows to all
classrooms, the creation of a recreational room, and a sheltered area outside the centre for
students. In 2010 a new building was constructed as purpose built workshops for the practical
subjects. This allowed Youthreach Bandon to end its lease with Cork Co. Council for the
workshops we were renting on the Bypass in Bandon. Students were now afforded the luxury
of in house top class facilities located in our centrre.
In the history of our centre we have embraced a number of significant changes to the naming
and rebranding of the qualifications and awards system. In 2003 NCVA (National
Qualifications and Vocational Awards) were renamed and delivered as FETAC qualifications.
Up until 2003 we only delivered NCVA Foundation Level Qualification.
From 2003 Youthreach Bandon embarked on the development and delivery of Level 3 & 4
FETAC qualifications and in 2010 we also successfully undertook and delivered a FETAC Level
5 Business Studies Course. Since 2012 FETAC was officially rebranded and named as QQI and
in this centre we are proud to say that we currently deliver the following range of fully
certified QQI Level 3 and 4 Major Awards:
 Level 3 General Learning
 Level 4 General Learning
 Level 4 ICT Skills
 Level 4 Early Childhood Education and Care
The following are a list of the individual modules currently available to all students in
attendance at the centre:
 Communications
 Personal & Interpersonal Skills
 Personal & Interpersonal Development
 Mathematics
 Child Development and Play
 Child Care and Safety
 Digital Media
 Computer Literacy
 Food & Nutrition
 Understanding Interculturalism
 Desktop Publishing
 Art & Design

 Textiles
 Workplace Safety
 Health and Related Fitness
In the last number of years we have progressed many of our students onto 3 rd level and PLC
courses as a result of the high achievement in Major QQI awards. We are proud to say that
many of our students over the years have graduated from college with diplomas, degrees and
even Masters from a range of colleges and universities throughout Ireland and the UK.
We recently learned of one of our students (who is now a fully qualified hairdresser, Neidin
O’Sullivan) styling hair for Her Royal Highness Sarah the Duchess of York. Neidin carried out
this work in her own salon in Sydney Australia. Many others have gone on to attain full time
employment and open their own businesses in range of areas.

Mission Statement Aims and Objectives
Mission Statement
Bandon Youthreach aims to provide quality education while supporting the personal and
social development of our students in a respectful, safe and nurturing learning environment.

Aims & Objectives
Aim 1
To provide quality educational programmes to our students.
Objectives
To deliver high standard QQI programmes at level 3 and 4 with other external certified
programmes on an annual basis.
To offer relevant non-certified programmes based on our students needs as required.
To assess each student’s Language, Literacy and Numeracy (LLN) needs at entry stage and
throughout the year both formally and informally.
To develop and deliver an Individual Learning Plan (ILP) in conjunction with the student on an
ongoing basis.
Aim 2
To support and enhance the personal and social development of our students.
Objectives
To deliver SPHE and QQI personal development programmes at level 3 and 4 on an annual
basis.
To design activities and extra-curricular opportunities that will improve students’ emotional
and physical well-being on an ongoing basis.
To offer students access to a counsellor on a twice weekly basis.
To provide each student with a key worker at entry stage.
Aim 3
To create a mutually respectful, safe and nurturing learning environment.
Objectives
To adhere to CETB and national health and safety policies and legislation on a daily basis.
To adhere to CETB and Children First child protection policies and procedures on a daily basis.
To create a warm, safe, stimulating and welcoming centre that promotes learning at all times.

To encourage and facilitate mutually respectful communication and behaviour at all times
among everyone in the centre.
To continuously nurture the positive mental health and well-being of students and staff.
Aim 4
To adopt a teamwork approach in the delivery of a quality service.
Objectives
To continuously provide opportunities for staff to contribute to the development of the
centre through participation in staff meetings, CPD, planning and evaluation and team
building sessions.
To adhere to the CETB code of conduct at all times.
To manage the centre in a positive and open manner with good structures to the benefit of
the individual student and staff.
Aim 5
To provide a platform to enable and encourage students to progress onto Further Education,
training and or employment.
Objectives
To deliver a QQI work experience programme to our students including a variety of work
experience placements on an annual basis.
To continuously provide career guidance, information, counselling and assistance for
students.
To provide opportunities for our students to become aware of and experience a wide variety
of progression options as required.
Aim 6
To build and strengthen links with parents/guardians and all relevant community
organisations/local agencies
Objectives
To continuously communicate with parents/guardians to create an open pathway for
information sharing.
To liaise with the local schools regarding new students educational and welfare needs as
required.
To regularly develop and maintain a network of key agencies, local community organisations
and businesses to complement our programme.
Aim 7
To adhere to Quality Assurance policies and procedures

Objectives
To uphold QQI and CETB quality assurance standards at all times.
To engage in QF CEIP on an annual basis.
To continuously link in with ongoing changes that are occurring within the CETB.

Background Information
Overview of programmes delivered and supports provided in the centre.
The following QQI Accredited awards are offered and delivered in Youthreach Bandon:





Level 3 General Learning
Level 4 General Learning
Level 4 Information and Technology Skills
Level 4 Childhood Education and Care

These Major Awards include the following QQI components offered and delivered in
Youthreach Bandon:
Level 3 QQI Accredited
Communications
Personal
Interpersonal Skills
Mathematics
Art & Design
Computer Literacy

Level 4 QQI Accredited

Communications
and Mathematics

NonAccredited
SPHE
Boxing

Work Experience
Drama
Textiles
Health & Related Fitness
Personal and Interpersonal
Development
Desktop Publishing
Understanding
Interculturalism
Childcare & Development

External
Courses
ECDL
ECDL
Advanced
Safe Pass
Driver Theory
HACCP
Gaisce Award
First Aid
Manual
Handling
Health &
Beauty

Food & Nutrition
Workplace safety
Digital Media

Youthreach Bandon Supports
Youthreach Bandon also provides a counselling service for three hours on a weekly basis, oneto-one Language, Literacy and Numeracy classes, a weekly meeting with a Drugs Task Force
worker and an individual key working programme. Students avail of freshly cooked breakfast
and lunch on site. Two busses are on site for transport to and from events and activities.
Students also benefit from sports and an outdoor pursuits programme.

Subject Reviews
Name: Sabrina Dorgan
Subject: Understanding Intercuturalism
Class Group: Level 4, Groups 1, 2,& 3
1. How did the relevant syllabus/module descriptor help you to plan your subject
successfully?
It outlines the requirements and what levels of learning and understanding the students
are required to demonstrate. Using this as a guideline I was able to design, plan and
organise the subject for instruction over a two year program.
2. Were you aware of how many weeks actual teaching time you would have for the subject
– taking into account work experience, closures at Christmas/
Easter etc.
Yes, the school calendar is established in advance and I was aware of how many weeks I
would be teaching.
3. How did you ensure that the subject was delivered in a manner that suited the ability of all
students?
In some case I was familiar with the students and their ability level from teaching them
QQI level 3. In the case of newer students, I constantly conduct learning and
understanding checks. I also adjust or rework course work in advance once I am more
familiar with the class group.
4. How did you record your short term planning?
I have a scheme of work which plans out goals per term. I also plan my classes out for
each individual group in my class diary and monitor students and class progress. My
assessment plan also outlines the overall goals for each term.

5. Did you include cross curricular links in your plan? Please give examples
Yes where applicable. Some assessments are used in students Communications folders,
for example the written report on the intercultural event is often used in their
Communications folder.
6. What resources did you use, were they effective?
I use a number of resources. Newspapers articles, documentaries, IPad, PowerPoint. I
have found that documentaries when used (either as a small excerpt or a whole) have
been quite effective to demonstrate foreign cultures values beliefs etc. and are accessible
to all levels of learner.
7. Are worksheets/handouts up to date?
I review and update all course work yearly to insure that they are relevant and up to date.

8. What methodologies did you use in the delivery of your subject? Were some more effective
than others?
I use Active and Cooperative Learning, Reciprocal Teaching are the main methodologies I
use when teaching this subject.
I have found that active learning works best and while cooperative leaving requires a lot
more planning it is very effective when assigning assessment work like Guidelines to
intercultualism or Intercultural event.
9. How was language, literacy and numeracy integrated into your subject?
The course requires reading and writing in a number of variations, the students utilise a
number of literacy tools such as Kaitlin Robb’s vocabulary wheel etc. The students are
also required to create a personal glossary of intercultural terms that they learn and use
throughout the course.
The students use maps and have to account and create a budget when working on their
intercultural day assignment for Numeracy.
10. How was learning assessed throughout the year?
This course is required to complete a learner record after each section, in preparation for
this I discuss the section just covered and check for learning and correct their learner
record. I monitor induvial student process in my class diary.
11. What external agencies, community links/guest speakers were used to enrich teaching
and learning? Could this area be further developed?
The students visited the Irish Immigrant Support Centre, which the students organised
themselves. I would like to invite more guest speakers to help introduce and explain the
cultural differences and enrich the students understanding of intercultural differences
and experiences.
12. Were students made aware of their progress throughout the year? How was this done?
Yes, I give constant feedback on all assignments and classwork, both verbal and written.
The students also have check lists for each unit that show what they have completed and
what is left to complete to show them their progress.
13. It is vital that students are given the opportunity to evaluate the subject.
How did you do this? Did you find their feedback useful?
I ask students to reflect on their learning on each section in their learner record, they are
asked to write or discuss what they learned and how they felt about the activities they
took part in. I use this feedback for both their course work and as a sounding block for
how successful each section has been. I make changes to course work constantly as a
result of this feedback. At the end of each year the students fill out a subject review
anonymously where I take feedback directly from them.
14. Are there any changes you would make to the teaching/delivery of the subject next year?
I make changes annually to my subject and the format I teach and assess it at. I plan to
make changes to the group work to give it more structure so that it can cover more
learning outcomes. After receiving feedback from the QQI external examiner I also plan
to reorganise and adjust the Guidelines to Interculturalism. I hope to give it more defined

structure and layout a marking scheme that allows for the marks to better reflect induvial
work as well as group work.
15. Are there any other comments you would like to make?
No.

Name: Sabrina Dorgan
Subject: Personal and Interpersonal Development
Class Group: Level 4, Groups 1,2 & 3
1. How did the relevant syllabus/module descriptor help you to plan your subject
successfully?
It outlines the requirements and what levels of learning and understanding the students
are required to demonstrate. Using this as a guideline I was able to design, plan and
organise the subject for instruction over a two year program.
2. Were you aware of how many weeks actual teaching time you would have for the subject
– taking into account work experience, closures at Christmas/
Easter etc.
Yes, the school calendar is established in advance and I was aware of how many weeks I
would be teaching.
3. How did you ensure that the subject was delivered in a manner that suited the ability of all
students?
In some case I was familiar with the students and their ability level from teaching them
QQI level 3. In the case of newer students, I constantly conduct learning and
understanding checks. I also adjust or rework course work in advance once I am more
familiar with the class group.
4. How did you record your short term planning?
I have a scheme of work which plans out my goals for each term. I also plan my classes
out for each individual group in my class diary and monitor students and class progress.
My assessment plan also outlines the overall goals for each term.
5. Did you include cross curricular links in your plan? Please give examples
Yes where applicable. SPHE is incorporated into Personal & Interpersonal Development
so that both courses complement each other and expand on each other’s topics. For PID’s
Contemporary Social Issue I covered SPHE’s Substance abuse as this covered both courses
requirements.
6. What resources did you use, were they effective?
I use a number of resources. SPHE course books. Samaritans Developing emotional
Awareness, Copping on: National Crime Awareness Initiative, X-Hale Now: Irish Cancer
Society Education prevention Pack, b4udecide resource, BeLongto resource pack, Movies,
Documentaries, IPads.

The resource packs are very useful and a variety of suggestions to suit any level of learner.
7. Are worksheets/handouts up to date?
I review and update all course work yearly to insure that they are relevant and up to date.
8. What methodologies did you use in the delivery of your subject? Were some more effective
than others?
I use Active and Cooperative Learning, Reciprocal Teaching are the main methodologies I
use when teaching this subject.
I have found that active learning works best and while cooperative leaving requires a lot
more planning it is very effective when covering topics like personal growth or personal
Identity.
9. How was language, literacy and numeracy integrated into your subject?
The course requires reading and writing in a number of variations, the students utilise a
number of literacy tools such as Kaitlin Robb’s vocabulary wheel etc.
Numeracy is included in looking percentages and other statistics for social issues such as
gender discrimination and substance abuse. I also make use of Venn diagrams and pie
charts for various section throughout the course.
10. How was learning assessed throughout the year?
Each unit has tasks or exercises that are designed to demonstrate and test learning; these
must be completed in order to move on the next unit. I monitor induvial student process
in my class diary.
11. What external agencies, community links/guest speakers were used to enrich teaching
and learning? Could this area be further developed?
We had a number of guest speakers or workshops that were relevant to the topics in
PID's. Maria Keating Foundation, Anti-bullying speaker. Sexual health workshop.

12. Were students made aware of their progress throughout the year? How was this done?
Yes, I give constant feedback on all assignments and classwork, both verbal and written.
The students also have check lists for each unit that show what they have completed and
what is left to complete to show them their progress.
13. It is vital that students are given the opportunity to evaluate the subject.
How did you do this? Did you find their feedback useful?
I ask students to reflect on their learning on each unit, they are asked to write or discuss
what they learned and how they felt about the activities they took part in. I use this
feedback for both their course and as a sounding block for how successful the each unit
has been. I make changes to course work constantly as a result of this feedback.
14. Are there any changes you would make to the teaching/delivery of the
subject next year?

I make changes annually to my subject and the format I teach and assess it at. I have
updated all my briefs to be in line with the new templates. I have I also changed the
assessment criteria for the course as I was advised in the external examiner. I plan to
review these changes as I proceed throughout the course and a just as required.
15. Are there any other comments you would like to make?
No.

Name: Sabrina Dorgan
Subject: Personal & Interpersonal Skills
Class Group: Level 3 Group 3
1. How did the relevant syllabus/module descriptor help you to plan your subject
successfully?
It outlines the requirements and what levels of learning and understanding the students
are required to demonstrate. Using this as a guideline I was able to design, plan and
organise the subject for instruction over a one year program.
2. Were you aware of how many weeks actual teaching time you would have for the subject
– taking into account work experience, closures at Christmas/
Easter etc.
Yes, the school calendar is established in advance and I was aware of how many weeks I
would be teaching.
3. How did you ensure that the subject was delivered in a manner that suited the ability of all
students?
I constantly conduct learning and understanding checks. I also adjust or rework course
work in advance once I am more familiar with the class group.
4. How did you record your short term planning?
I have a scheme of work which plans out my weekly goals. I also plan my classes out for
each individual group in my class diary and monitor students and class progress. My
assessment plan also outlines the overall goals for each term.
5. Did you include cross curricular links in your plan? Please give examples
Yes where applicable. SPHE is incorporated into Personal & Interpersonal Skills so that
both courses complement each other and expand on each other’s topics. For the section
on Emotions, the work complete in SPHE covers this section, so it is used for both.
6. What resources did you use, were they effective?
I use a number of resources. Newspapers articles, documentaries, IPad, PowerPoint. I
have found that documentaries when used (either as a small excerpt or a whole) have
been quite effective and are accessible to all levels of learner. I also use the Movie The
Gridiron Gang throughout the year to introduce and explain the themes of the course.

7. Are worksheets/handouts up to date?
I review and update all course work yearly to insure that they are relevant and up to date.

8. What methodologies did you use in the delivery of your subject? Were some more effective
than others?
I use Active and Cooperative Learning, Reciprocal Teaching and Scaffolded Instruction are
the main methodologies I use when teaching this subject.
Scaffolded Instruction allows me to accommodate individual student needs and is very
effective especially with students who struggle academically.
9. How was language, literacy and numeracy integrated into your subject?
The course requires reading and writing in a number of variations, the students utilise a
number of literacy tools such as Kaitlin Robb’s vocabulary wheel etc. The students
throughout the course of the year learn and become familiar with vocabulary dealing with
a range of personal topics like Mental Health, Assertiveness, Decision Making etc.
Numeracy used when dealing with their decision making task of spending a budget and
accounting for what they have spent. I also use Venn diagrams in various sections and the
students make pie and bar charts for various tasks throughout the year.
10. How was learning assessed throughout the year?
The format of this course is more teacher instruction orientated so all activities and
exercises are complete in close supervision by me and monitored on a daily basis. I also
monitor individual student progress in my daily diary.
11. What external agencies, community links/guest speakers were used to enrich teaching
and learning? Could this area be further developed?
We had a number of guest speakers or workshops that were relevant to the topics in
PID's. Maria Keating Foundation, Anti-bullying speaker. Sexual health workshop.

12. Were students made aware of their progress throughout the year? How was this done?
Yes, I give constant feedback on all assignments and classwork, both verbal and written.
13. It is vital that students are given the opportunity to evaluate the subject.
How did you do this? Did you find their feedback useful?
At the end of each section the class discuss their learning and what they enjoyed or didn’t
enjoy about the work we had done. I have used this feedback to make adjustments to the
course throughout the year to better suit the student’s needs.
14. Are there any changes you would make to the teaching/delivery of the subject next year?
I make changes annually to my subject and the format I teach and assess it at. I plan to
assess how to incorporate the movie aspect requirements of the course and how to utilize
this more efficiently.
15. Are there any other comments you would like to make?
No.

Name: Sabrina Dorgan
Subject: Social, Personal & Health Education
Class Group: Group 1,2, & 3
1. How did the relevant syllabus/module descriptor help you to plan your subject
successfully?
It outlines the requirements and what levels of learning and understanding the students
are required to demonstrate. Using this as a guideline I was able to design, plan and
organise the subject for instruction over one year for Level 3 students and two years for
Level 4 students.
2. Were you aware of how many weeks actual teaching time you would have for the subject
– taking into account work experience, closures at Christmas/
Easter etc.
Yes, the school calendar is established in advance and I was aware of how many weeks I
would be teaching.
3. How did you ensure that the subject was delivered in a manner that suited the ability of all
students?
In some case I was familiar with the students and their ability level from teaching them
QQI level 3. In the case of newer students I constantly conduct learning and
understanding checks. I also adjust or rework course work in advance once I am more
familiar with the class group.
4. How did you record your short term planning?
I have a scheme of work which plans out my weekly goals. I also plan my classes out for
each individual group in my class diary and monitor students and class progress. My
assessment plan also outlines the overall goals for each term.
5. Did you include cross curricular links in your plan? Please give examples
Yes where applicable. SPHE is incorporated into Personal & Interpersonal Development
as well as Personal & Interpersonal Skills so that both courses complement each other
and expand on each other’s topics.
For PID’s Contemporary Social Issue I covered SPHE’s Substance abuse as this covered
both courses requirements.
In PIPS the section on Emotions the work completed in SPHE covers this section so it is
used for both subjects.
Food and Cookery is also used to cover the topic of Diet and Nutrient for SPHE.
6. What resources did you use, were they effective?
I use a number of resources. SPHE course books. Samaritans Developing emotional
Awareness, Copping on: National Crime Awareness Initiative, X-Hale Now: Irish Cancer
Society Education prevention Pack, b4udecide resource, BeLongto resource pack, Movies,
Documentaries, IPads.

The resource packs are very useful and a variety of suggestions to suit any level of learner.
7. Are worksheets/handouts up to date?
I review and update all course work yearly to insure that they are relevant and up to date.

8. What methodologies did you use in the delivery of your subject? Were some more effective
than others?
I use Active and Cooperative Learning, Reciprocal Teaching are the main methodologies I
use when teaching this subject.
I have found that active learning works best and while cooperative leaving requires a lot
more planning it is very effective when covering topics like Mental Health.
9. How was language, literacy and numeracy integrated into your subject?
The course requires reading and writing in a number of variations, the students utilise a
number of literacy tools such as Kaitlin Robb’s vocabulary wheel etc. Numeracy is
included in looking percentages and other statistics for social issues such as gender
discrimination and substance abuse.
10. How was learning assessed throughout the year?
Each section has tasks or exercises that are designed to demonstrate and test learning;
these must be completed in order to move on the next section. I monitor induvial student
process in my class diary.
11. What external agencies, community links/guest speakers were used to enrich teaching
and learning? Could this area be further developed?
We had a number of guest speakers or workshops that were relevant to the topics in
PID's. Maria Keating Foundation, Anti-bullying speaker. Sexual health workshop.

12. Were students made aware of their progress throughout the year? How was this done?
Yes, I give constant feedback on all assignments and classwork, both verbal and written.
13. It is vital that students are given the opportunity to evaluate the subject.
How did you do this? Did you find their feedback useful?
I ask students to reflect on their learning on each unit, they are asked to write or discuss
what they learned and how they felt about the activities they took part in. I use this
feedback for both their course and as a sounding block for how successful the each unit
has been. I make changes to course work constantly as a result of this feedback.
14. Are there any changes you would make to the teaching/delivery of the subject next year?
I make changes annually to my subject and the format I teach and assess it at. I have
updated all my briefs to be in line with the new templates. I have I also changed the
assessment criteria for the course as I was advised in the external examiner. I plan to
review these changes as I proceed throughout the course and a just as required.

15. Are there any other comments you would like to make?
No.
Name: Jennifer O’Connor
Subject: Communications Level 3 & 4
Class Group: 1, 2, 3
1. How did the relevant syllabus/module descriptor help you to plan your subject
successfully?
Very well, relatively precise guidelines help to keep parameters in class.

2. Were you aware of how many weeks actual teaching time you would have for the subject
– taking into account work experience, closures at Christmas/ Easter etc.
Yes

3. How did you ensure that the subject was delivered in a manner that suited the ability of all
students?
Given the small numbers in class, it is quite possible to work individually with each
student, therefore it is imperative to get to know each student.

4. How did you record your short term planning?
Lesson plans/diary/student checklist.

5. Did you include cross curricular links in your plan? Please give examples
Yes, the IT Essay for Communications is also used in Digital Media and the C.V. for
Work Experience is used in Communications.

6. What resources did you use, were they effective?
The resources are effective. The novel, the film, poetry, newspaper articles etc.

7. Are worksheets/handouts up to date?

Everything bar one set of questions in Level 3 regarding the TV Guide are up to date. I
must change that.

8. What methodologies did you use in the delivery of your subject? Were some more
effective than others?
Teacher talk, group discussion, demonstration, mind maps, individual. All are good.

9. How was language, literacy and numeracy integrated into your subject?
My subject is literacy based. Numeracy comes in with Level 3 in pay slips and bank
statement and Level 4 with graphs and charts.

10. How was learning assessed throughout the year?
This subject is continuously assessed at both levels. This gives continuous signposts to
students as they travel through the module.

11. What external agencies, community links/guest speakers were used to enrich teaching
and learning? Could this area be further developed?
None to date this year. In conjunction with other subjects yes.

12. Were students made aware of their progress throughout the year? How was this done?
Continuously with every draft of every assignment they hand up to me.

13. It is vital that students are given the opportunity to evaluate the subject.
How did you do this? Did you find their feedback useful?
Students update me regularly both formally and informally with positives and negatives!

14. Are there any changes you would make to the teaching/delivery of the subject next year?
I would possibly bring in a new novel and a short contemporary drama extract.

15. Are there any other comments you would like to make?
N/A

Name: Cyril M c Sweeney
Subject: Food & Nutrition
Class Group: Level 4, Groups, 1, 2, & 3
1. How did the relevant syllabus/module descriptor help you to plan your subject
successfully?
It gave clear guidelines of what was needed to cover the subject.

2. Were you aware of how many weeks actual teaching time you would have for the subject
– taking into account work experience, closures at Christmas/Easter etc.
Yes I was its clear on the descriptor and with conversations with the coordinator

3. How did you ensure that the subject was delivered in a manner that suited the ability of all
students?
In the case of student’s who struggled I slowed it down and in the rest I might move
forward a bit quicker depending on attendance this allowed them to recap any section
that they wanted to redo.
4. How did you record your short term planning?
I keep a diary and who attended the class I worked on a week to week schedule due to
poor attendance.
5. Did you include cross curricular links in your plan? Please give examples
Yes I did when it came to the digestive system I crossed checked with the biology teacher
and maths teacher when it came to weights and measures.
6. What resources did you use, were they effective?
Handouts and internet , but also folders I got from the HSE and Safe food
7. Are worksheets/handouts up to date?

Yes

8. What methodologies did you use in the delivery of your subject? Were some more effective
than others?
I use working in the kitchen and practical applications for a lot of my work I use the group
think pair and share along with mind mapping. From instructional Leadership programme.
I love this as it helps my student work and share ideas.

9. How were language, literacy and numeracy integrated into your subject?
Getting the students to write from the white board and taking notes and spelling words
they have never come across. Re numeracy using weight measure and conversion charts.
Not to mention lots of information re subject on my walls and on equipment

10. How was learning assessed throughout the year?
Via computers books wall charts and by mouth to mouth conversation. Examples of what
it would mean to them in a situation they can relate to. The folders past pupils work
displayed so they could see what good work was. One to one learning was done. And
hands on in the kitchen.

11. What external agencies, community links/guest speakers were used to enrich
and learning? Could this area be further developed?

teaching

Yes to bring someone from industry that can show what is possible, and what kind of
money can be earned and what kind of life can be got from working in hospitality and
working hard.

12. Were students made aware of their progress throughout the year? How was this done?
Yes every 2nd week I would get them to go through the descriptor so we could see what
work was completed. This was a good way they could have an over view of what was still
to be completed.

13. It is vital that students are given the opportunity to evaluate the subject.
How did you do this? Did you find their feedback useful?
Not sure how they evaluate the subject but I am sure they fill out a form like we do. With
regard to the subjects and students.

14. Are there any changes you would make to the teaching/delivery of the subject next year?
Not really changes but more drive on and not wait for absence student’s they can be
brought up to date on the one to one classes at a later dates.

15. Are there any other comments you would like to make?
No

Name:

Deborah Creedon

Subject:

Computer Literacy

Class Group: Group 3
1. How did the relevant syllabus/module descriptor help you to plan your subject
successfully?
The aims and objectives were very clearly set out in the descriptor which made
development of an assessment plan straightforward and successful.

2. Were you aware of how many weeks actual teaching time you would have for the subject
– taking into account work experience, closures at Christmas/Easter etc.
Yes, Computer Literacy Level 3 is generally delivered over 1 academic year. I was given an
allocation of four, 40 minute periods per week in which to deliver the course. This gave
me approximately 100 class time hours in which to deliver the module.

3. How did you ensure that the subject was delivered in a manner that suited the ability of all
students?
The course is delivered over one academic year. A lot of the theory work was carried out
in the first term. Each section was covered and revised thoroughly until each student was
completely happy and a full understanding of the unit was demonstrated by them.
Learning outcomes 7, 8 and 9 were all practical demonstration and so this provided each
student with the opportunity to work at their own pace.

4. How did you record your short term planning?
I recorded all short term planning in my class diary. This was carried out in advance on a
weekly basis. Where changes needed to be made, this would happen quite easily.

5. Did you include cross curricular links in your plan? Please give examples
Yes - as part of the Communications Level 3 plan the students delivered a presentation
covering the learning outcome 3.5 “Narrate observations, events, experience, feedback
and procedures using appropriate vocabulary within a small group, to include a story or
anecdote, arts or media related issue, a situation of enquiry, local event, conflict or
personal concern.” This presentation was then cross - curricular linked to the Computer
Literacy Level 3 module learning outcome 8: “Use a computer application to create a file
by performing all required steps including accessing the application, entering data using
the keyboard and mouse, printing the file and storing the file appropriately for
subsequent retrieval.”

6. What resources did you use, were they effective?
I used many resources in the delivery of this module. I used pen and paper, desktop
computers, MS Office applications such as MS Word, Presentation, Publisher and Excel. I
used the internet for research, YouTube for was used for demonstrations and sound files.
I used the printer, both colour and black and white hard copies were made depending on
the assignment. All of the resources were effective and essential to the successful delivery
of this module.

7. Are worksheets/handouts up to date?
Yes all of the worksheets within the portfolio are updated on a needs basis. Some
worksheets such as calendar events require annual updating and this is carried out as part
of my long term planning.

8. What methodologies did you use in the delivery of your subject? Were some more effective
than others?
I use many methodologies and new ones I learned as a result of engaging in and
successfully completing the Instructional Leadership training. Some of the methodologies
I use are:















Brainstorming
Class feedback
Collage
Computer data bases
Fishbone diagram
Group discussion
Group projects
Group work
Individual students – class presentation
Mind Maps
Practical work
Questionnaires
Surfing the net
Using equipment

9. How was language, literacy and numeracy integrated into your subject?
The use of language is very much evident in this module. Although the module is set in
English, there was constant use of IT terminology throughout the course. This in itself
taught the students many new skills by just being able to understand and comprehend
the use of ICT terms and phrases. Numeracy was incorporated throughout the module
also. The use of MS Excel application required much use of numerical data and on
assessment each student must provide the required evidence to prove understanding and
clarity of the subject. Literacy was used in many of the cloze sentence exercises and as
with the other assignments, students were also expected to provide evidence of
understanding and comprehension.

10. How was learning assessed throughout the year?
Learning was assessed on a continuous basis. Each student was presented with an
assessment plan at the beginning of the course. Each plan contains assessment briefs
detailing the value of the assignment and the submission date of each task. Students were
kept up date with their learning progress throughout the year and all assignments and
exercises were corrected and marked promptly and returned to the students without
delay.

11. What external agencies, community links/guest speakers were used to enrich teaching
and learning? Could this area be further developed?
This is always an area that can be further developed and utilised. This year so far there
have been two separate organisations in to speak with students, one being LINC from the
HSE and the other a Self Defence awareness workshop. Students were given the
opportunity to express themselves and their feelings in relation to both by developing
posters to highlight what they had learned. Their computer literacy skills proved very
useful in this area. Many of the students at this level used MS Word application to carry
out the task.

12. Were students made aware of their progress throughout the year? How was this done?
Yes this was done on a continual basis as mentioned in question 10 above.

13. It is vital that students are given the opportunity to evaluate the subject. How did you do
this? Did you find their feedback useful?
Each student was handed an anonymous questionnaire and asked to complete one for
each subject.
It is extremely important for students to provide their feedback and evaluation of the
subject. Through feedback from the students updates were made to certain sections of
the portfolio as suggested by individual students.

14. Are there any changes you would make to the teaching/delivery of the subject next year?
The continuous updating and further development of some of the mind maps that were
started. I am also more confident in the delivery of the methodologies taught to me on

the Instructional Leadership course and hope to further incorporate my knowledge of this
system into my teaching practice next year.

15. Are there any other comments you would like to make?
No

Name:

Deborah Creedon

Subject:

Desktop Publishing

Class Group: Groups 1 & 2

1. How did the relevant syllabus/module descriptor help you to plan your subject
successfully?
The descriptor is broken into two sections, one being a collection of work and the other a
project. The collection of work is worth 60% and the project 40%. During the development
of this module I was careful to ensure that there was a clear distribution of marks
allocated to the individual assignments for the collection of work and then based on the
standard of work presented for submission within the portfolio of work, I was able to
allocate some of those marks across to the project.
I decided to duplicate some work such as the Newsletter and use it for both assignment
and project. This has been accepted to date by External Evaluators and so therefor I will
continue to use the system I have developed.
2. Were you aware of how many weeks actual teaching time you would have for the subject
– taking into account work experience, closures at Christmas/Easter etc.
Yes this subject is part of the QQI Major Information and Communication Technology
Skills 4M0855 and is delivered over a two year period.
3. How did you ensure that the subject was delivered in a manner that suited the ability of all
students?
The students mainly worked at their own pace during this module, as the majority of the
work within the portfolio is individual assignment work.

4. How did you record your short term planning?
All short term planning was recorded in my class diary on a weekly basis.

5. Did you include cross curricular links in your plan? Please give examples
In previous years this subject would have used many cross curricular links to the major
Business award, however as this is no longer delivered within the centre the links have
been lessened. Desktop Publishing does however use many of the skills that are learned
in other subjects such as Communications and ECDL.

6. What resources did you use, were they effective?
The following are a list of resources used:
 Printer (Black & White for drafts and colour for portfolio evidence)
 Photocopier
 Paper
 Cardboard
 Glue
 Computer applications (MS Publisher)
 Google (images & ideas)
All resources were effective in their own right.

7. Are worksheets/handouts up to date?
Yes all of the worksheets and handouts are updated on an annual basis or as needs. Some
areas of the assignments change on annually. These changes are made to reflect group
assignments and projects laid out in Food and Nutrition and in some instances Personal
and Interpersonal Development.

8. What methodologies did you use in the delivery of your subject? Were some more effective
than others?
I used a wide variety of methodologies in the delivery of this module. I used
brainstorming, mind mapping, fishbone exercises, placemat exercises, practical
demonstrations, listening exercises, active learning such as role play, questionnaires and
written demonstration and comprehension.

Each methodology was effective in its own right; however I felt that by the continuous
use of mind maps and brainstorming exercises the students showed a much thorough
understanding of the tasks they had undertaken.

9. How was language, literacy and numeracy integrated into your subject?
All three were integrated into the subject on a continuous basis. Each Learning outcome
required the use of language and the development of language to be presented in both a
formal and informal manner based on the nature of the outcome. Numeracy was used
throughout this module, each student was required to calculate the size of images and
logos being incorporated into each document, they were also required to estimate the
area of space available on a page for which they could add text boxes etc. Literacy along
with language was used throughout the delivery of the module. Part of one project was
to develop a newsletter relevant to events that occurred in the centre during the year.
Students used their literacy skills to produce, proofread and edit their individual projects.

10. How was learning assessed throughout the year?
Learning was assessed on a continuous basis. Each student was presented with an
assessment plan at the beginning of the course. Each plan contains assessment briefs
detailing the value of the assignment and the submission date of each task. Students were
kept up date with their learning progress throughout the year and all assignments and
exercises were corrected and marked promptly and returned to the students without
delay.

11. What external agencies, community links/guest speakers were used to enrich teaching
and learning? Could this area be further developed?
This is always an area that can be further developed and utilised. Desktop Publishing is a
very useful tool in the advertising of upcoming events and can be used to recapitulate and
express in an artistic and visual way what and how the students felt after an event has
taken place. This year so far there have been two separate organisations in to speak with
students, one being LINC from the HSE and the other a Self Defence awareness workshop.
Students were given the opportunity to express themselves and their feelings in relation
to both by developing posters to highlight what they had learned.

12. Were students made aware of their progress throughout the year? How was this done?
Yes (see question 10).

13. It is vital that students are given the opportunity to evaluate the subject. How did you do
this? Did you find their feedback useful?
Yes it is extremely important for students to provide their feedback and evaluation of the
subject. This evaluation was carried out through the use of anonymous questionnaires.
Through feedback from the students updates were made to certain sections of the
portfolio as suggested by individual students.

14. Are there any changes you would make to the teaching/delivery of the subject next year?
The continuous updating and further development of some of the mind maps that were
started. I am also more confident in the delivery of the methodologies taught to me on
the Instructional Leadership course and hope to further incorporate my knowledge of this
system into my teaching practice next year.

15. Are there any other comments you would like to make?
No

Name:

Deborah Creedon

Subject:

Work Experience

Class Group: Groups 1, 2 & 3
1. How did the relevant syllabus/module descriptor help you to plan your subject
successfully?
Learning outcomes were very clearly defined and separated into the relevant sections
making the planning and delivery of the module clear and organised.

2. Were you aware of how many weeks actual teaching time you would have for the subject
– taking into account work experience, closures at Christmas/Easter etc.
Yes, there is an allocation of 150 hours to the delivery of this subject. This module is
delivered over a 2 year academic period, with the placement taking place during the
summer programme in June and July of each year. 1st year Work Experience students will
carry out their placement at the end of their 1st academic year.

3. How did you ensure that the subject was delivered in a manner that suited the ability of all
students?
The course is delivered over two academic years. Each student is given the opportunity
to demonstrate their abilities at their own pace. All students were provided with the
opportunity to ask questions and where there was a lack of understanding in any area of
the module I would recap and revise until each student had full comprehension of the
section. Every student received a copy of the assessment plan prior to starting the
module. As part of the introduction to the subject I went through the plan thoroughly
and all students were clear from the beginning the requirements of them to successfully
complete the module. The collection of work is worth 60% and the skills demonstration
is worth 40%.

4. How did you record your short term planning?
My short term plans were all recorded in my daily diary.

5. Did you include cross curricular links in your plan? Please give examples
Yes – a number of the learning outcomes within the Work Experience module link to other
subjects within the QQI curriculum. Learning outcome 6 cross link to a number of sections
in Communications, learning outcome 9, has links with many subjects such as
Communications, PIDS, Food & Nutrition and ECDL.

6. What resources did you use, were they effective?
I used many resources in the delivery of this module. I used pen and paper, desktop
computers, MS Office applications such as MS Word and PowerPoint. I used the internet
for research, YouTube for was used for demonstrations and sound files. I used the printer,
both colour and black and white hard copies were made depending on the assignment.
All of the resources were effective and essential to the successful delivery of this module.

7. Are worksheets/handouts up to date?
Yes all of the worksheets within the portfolio are updated on a needs basis. Some
worksheets such as calendar events require annual updating and this is carried out as part
of my long term planning.

8. What methodologies did you use in the delivery of your subject? Were some more effective
than others?
I used a wide variety of methodologies in the delivery of this module. I used
brainstorming, mind mapping, fishbone exercises, placemat exercises, practical
demonstrations, listening exercises, active learning such as role play, questionnaires and
written demonstration and comprehension. Each methodology was effective in its own
right, however I felt that by the continuous use of mind maps and brainstorming exercises
the students showed a much thorough understanding of the tasks they had undertaken.

9. How was language, literacy and numeracy integrated into your subject?
All three were integrated into the subject on a continuous basis. Each Learning outcome
required the use of language and the development of language to be presented in both a
formal and informal manner based on the nature of the outcome.
Numeracy was used in many areas such as learning about the wage slip and describing
how to survive the impact of job loss. Any student working in an environment that
handled money would have used their numeracy skills in real life situations. Literacy along
with language was used throughout the delivery of the module. Like Communications,
Work Experience is very much a literary subject and requires a high standard of literacy
in order to attain successful completion of the module.

10. How was learning assessed throughout the year?
Learning was assessed on a continuous basis. Each student was presented with an
assessment plan at the beginning of the course. Each plan contains assessment briefs
detailing the value of the assignment and the submission date of each task. Students were
kept up date with their learning progress throughout the year and all assignments and
exercises were corrected and marked promptly and returned to the students without
delay.
11. What external agencies, community links/guest speakers were used to enrich teaching
and learning? Could this area be further developed?
Work Experience benefits enormously from this area. Many outside agencies are used in
the delivery of this module. All students need to have created links with local employers
prior to starting work experience.
12. Were students made aware of their progress throughout the year? How was this done?
Yes this was done on a continual basis as mentioned in question 10 above. Each student
also had to return a work placement report from their employer and the results of this
report were the grading marks for section 3 of the module, very much influencing the
overall score in the folder.
13. It is vital that students are given the opportunity to evaluate the subject. How did you do
this? Did you find their feedback useful?
Yes it is extremely important for students to provide their feedback and evaluation of the
subject. This evaluation was carried out through the use of anonymous questionnaires.
Through feedback from the students updates were made to certain sections of the
portfolio as suggested by individual students.
14. Are there any changes you would make to the teaching/delivery of the subject next year?
As of August of 2017 there were amendments made to the Work Experience module by
Cork ETB and these changes are to be incorporated in to the subject as of September
2017. These changes are a positive and worthwhile exercise as now to be included in the
module are interview skills and a constructive review of the interview.
15. Are there any other comments you would like to make?
No

Name: Kate Heneghan
Subject: Maths level 4 and 3
Class Group: Group 1, 2 & 3
1. How did the relevant syllabus/module descriptor help you to plan your subject
successfully?
The module descriptor is very explanatory and to the point and easy to follow
2. Were you aware of how many weeks actual teaching time you would have for the subject
– taking into account work experience, closures at Christmas/
Easter etc.
Yes
3. How did you ensure that the subject was delivered in a manner that suited the ability of all
students?
Students were either assigned level 4 or level 3 to suit their ability. Students who were
struggling or needed to move forward faster were accommodated with one to one
tuition.
4. How did you record your short term planning?
Short term planning was recorded on my scheme of work also through checklists to record
progress.
5. Did you include cross curricular links in your plan? Please give examples
Statistics is the unit that will include cross curricular links which will be taught this year.
All of my project maths based questions included cross curricular links to Literacy and
comprehension in Communications.
6. What resources did you use, were they effective?
For Geometry I used 3D shapes. For unit 1 number I used a very effective 4 minute clip
about exponential growth in the Economy. I also used data from NASA to explain Scientific
Notation.
7. Are worksheets/handouts up to date?
Mostly, Some statistics ones are not but will be updated soon.
8. What methodologies did you use in the delivery of your subject? Were some more effective
than others?
When any new topic is introduced we do notes, followed by examples on the board,
followed by the students doing questions on the board followed by students doing
questions independently. New areas are then tested and we move forward if the results
are good.
9. How was language, literacy and numeracy integrated into your subject?
Language and Literacy are included through all project maths based questions.
10. How was learning assessed throughout the year?
Both formally and informally.

Students are tested formally at the end of each of the four units with a three hour
assessment.
Students are also assessed with class tests to track progress and to test understanding of
a new topic.

11. What external agencies, community links/guest speakers were used to enrich teaching
and learning? Could this area be further developed?
none

12. Were students made aware of their progress throughout the year? How was this done?
Yes through formal and informal testing, students also have individual checklists that rack
their progress daily.
13. It is vital that students are given the opportunity to evaluate the subject.
How did you do this? Did you find their feedback useful?
Most students said there was too much work as their complaint which cannot be changed.
Students also stressed that they did not like being taught repetitive things when someone
is missing from class, they would prefer that that student makes other efforts to catch up.

14. Are there any changes you would make to the teaching/delivery of the subject next year?
I would focus less on getting a huge volume of questions done for all students, some
students do not need the same amount of questions as others to lock in the correct
method.
15. Are there any other comments you would like to make?
I believe that in Unit 1 Logarithms section should not be included on the module
descriptor, Logarithms have been cut from leaving cert foundation and ordinary level
maths for a long time and is not going to be understood by level 4 students.

Overview of key activities/events that took place over the year

The last academic year was a busy one in Bandon Youthreach, we have tried a lot of new
workshops and trips. We had many visitors to the centre speaking on various social issues
such as Valerie Mulcahy and LINC on LGBT rights, ‘Mind the Gap’ on multiculturalism in
Ireland, the Simon Community on homelessness, Clodagh McCarthy to help us with
Mindfulness, Sexual Health Centre in Cork City on safe sex, Sean Fallon on anti-bullying, Garda
Damien White on your legal rights and responsibilities, Michael Mulligan on personal
development and Alex Walsh on personal safety and boundaries. Some students partook of
three trips to Dublin to experience the Zeminar event in the RDS, to visit Croke Park and take
the fantastic Skyline tour and visit the GPO during the 100 year anniversary of 1916. The
entire centre went to the St Dominics Retreat Centre in Ennismore, Montenotte. We
separated into staff and students for meditation, drama and fun during an excellent team
building day. We studied the Driver Theory test with our students this year and plan to take
a group to the nearest Test Centre for their Theory test during this summer. The students
went to the Cork College of Commerce and St Johns College Open Days during the year to see
what college life was like and which courses interested them.
Everyone in the centre went to the Glen Resource Centre for the annual Youthreach Activity
day for soccer, high ropes, bull riding and pizza. We held an Easter Egg hunt in the centre this
year which was a great success for both staff and students. A multiculturalism day was
organised through Understanding Interculturalism in the centre that included a very
successful multiculturalism lunch and some fun games. The students also went to one of the
four Mosques in Cork city to experience and learn about the Muslim religion and traditions.
During the summer the students went to visit the Donkey Sanctuary, the sculpture forest
known as the Ewe Experience in Glengarriff, the high ropes course in Clonakilty, Paddle
Boarding in Clonakilty and toured around West Cork in our bus on day trips.
Our soccer team played in a number of games against other Cork Youthreach centres in the
soccer league but were unsuccessful. Training has begun early this year and we’re hopeful for
2018! Another event that occurred in the last academic year was the graduation ceremony
hosted by the Cork ETB. Graduating students were invited to Cork and presented with
certification with their cap and gown on. This ceremony was very well supported by family,
friends and staff. Students completed the very important HACCP (Food Safety & Hygiene) and
Manual Handling in the centre this year.
Aesthetically we have put a lot of work into the centre this year. Our outdoor seating area has
been revamped with a visiting student teacher artist and some of our own students painting
a very art deco interior. Students also painted two of the benches during the summer which
has created a very vibrant and cool seating area. We’ve added a selection of interior and
outdoor plants, including two lemon trees which add a sense of life and freshness to the

centre. New seating, new signage, interior painting and a fabulous wallpaper in our canteen
have also added to a fresh look for Youthreach Bandon.
Bandon Tidy Towns asked us to help with a project for the local park in the town, a Bug Hotel.
A few students got together and started on constructing the beautiful Bug Hotel now in situ
across the road from the centre. This project was covered extensively in the Southern Star
and the Examiner newspapers. We are also working on an external Black Board for an outdoor
classroom to be positioned in the same park in Bandon.
We were delighted to welcome two very special additions to the team at Youthreach Bandon,
Bunny and Clyde, a rabbit and a guinea pig. The Student Council were very active this year
and decided that the centre needed a pet. After a vote, a rabbit and guinea pig were chosen
in the local pet shop, Potty Fish and they’re now very much a part of the centre. We had three
excellent students on placement this year that brought excellent energy, skills and personality
to our team for the duration of their placement.
The staff continued to partake in The Instructional Leadership Course hosted in Carlow, many
of whom find the training invaluable and are incorporating the methodologies into their
everyday teaching. A representative from the Special Education Support Services (SESS) met
with the teachers for support around class management and the team found this extremely
useful and we plan to arrange this support again this year. We had Anne Marie Beattie in for
a day to review our Mission Statement and Aims which was extremely positive and
productive.

Information on Students
Eight female and thirteen male students were enrolled in December 2017, ten of which
enrolled in September/October 2017. Of these twenty-one students, six completed QQI Level
4 Major Awards, one student completed 3 Major Awards and two students received 2 Major
Awards each. Four students went on to gainful employment, four students progressed to
further education and/or an Apprenticeship, two students are stay at home parents and one
student is currently unemployed.

Information on the Staff Team
Deborah Creedon:

Level 3 Computer Literacy
Level 4 Work Experience, Desktop Publishing, ECDL, ECDL Advanced

Laura O’ Donovan:
Jenni O’Connor:

Coordinator
Level 3 Communications
Level 4 Communications

Sabrina Dorgan

Level 3 Personal & Interpersonal Skills, SPHE
Level 4 Personal & Interpersonal Development, Digital Media,
Understanding Interculturalism

Kate Heneghan

Level 3 Mathematics
Level 4 Mathematics, Childcare and Development

Cyril McSweeney

Level 4 Food & Nutrition

Hughie O Donovan

Resource Person
Level 4 Workplace Safety
Level 4 Health & Related Fitness

Owen Kelly:

Level 3 Art & Design
Level 4 Textiles

Details of staff development / training days held during past year







Seven staff members - Instructional Leadership (September & March) ans four of our
staff team graduated from the Programme.
Laura attended psychometric test training for Progression, CPR4Schools training,
Cannabis Awareness training, .
Staff attended Special Education Support Services (SESS) class management training
in the centre.
Sabrina attended bksb training, LGBTI training with BeLongTo and Literacy training
with ICEP Europe.
Deborah attended training in CTC for the new Work Experience descriptor
requirements.
Kate went to a NALA workshop





Kate, Sabrina and Laura attended an Active Learning workshop to use technology in
the classroom.
Kate and Cyril completed a Barista Training course in Charleville with the Cork ETB.
Kate, Cyril, Laura and Jenni attended QA Training in the CTC.

New staff employed
 Hughie O Donovan - Resource Person
 Owen Kelly – Art Teacher
In addition we would like to mention Breda Dennehy and Jon Hynes who both worked very
hard to help the new Coordinator with her start in Youthreach Bandon. Their energy and
enthusiasm were crucial to the successful year we’ve had here and they’re missed.

SCOT Analysis
A Scot Analysis gives the staff team an opportunity to look at the centre, the staff team, students
and the environment they work in under four headings-Strengths, Challenges, Opportunities and
Threats.
During the Centre Evaluation and Improvement Planning Process - CEIP, the SCOT Analysis generated
enthusiastic sharing and exchanges of information as staff discussed each area under the four
headings. The results are documented below.
Where staff felt there is an area for improvement actions are documented in the Timeframe for
actions in this report.

Strengths











Calibre of student
Staff team
Location
Facilities
Equipment
Buses
CEIP
Funding
Soft Skills
Diversity of the curriculum












Culture in the centre
History in the town
Student council
CETB
Food
Counsellor
Access to training for staff
Allowances
Key workers
Work Experience

Challenges














History
Student recruitment/retention
Cultural diversity
Local employers
Contracts
Local employment
Transport (public)
Family support/dynamics
Alcohol/substance abuse
Digital hangover
Sleep deprivation
Personal hygiene
TUI











Rolling intake
CETB
Summer programme
Mental health issues
Health and safety
Attendance
Punctuality
Literacy/LLN
Mobile phones




New equipment
Understanding of our place in
education
Class sizes
Continuous assessment is appealing
Work experience
Progression
Curriculum
Access to 3rd level shadowing

Opportunities











External speakers coming onto the
centre
Grant availability
Continuous enrolment
Professional development available
New teachers offer new subjects
Community projects
Collaborating with other centres
National Review of Youthreach
Inclusion of new QQI modules
Cultural diversity








Threats








National review of the Youthreach
Programme
Understanding of our place in
education
Numbers: retention and enrolment
Reputation
External sources i.e. anti-social
influences
Dr Mary Gordon not being replaces
Drug abuse









Budgets
Behavioural challenges
Parental influences
IT issues
Societal opinion
Institutions offering similar
programmes
Different contracts
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Feedback from Students Evaluation
As part of Youthreach Bandon’s Internal Centre Evaluation in May 2017 a consultation
involving 15 of our students took place. The purpose of the consultation was to gain feedback
from the students based on 44 multiple choice questions put to them in relation to their
experience in the centre.

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
I felt welcomed
into the centre

The atmosphere in The centre is tidy
the centre is warm
and clean
and friendly

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

The teachers treat
me with respect

Agree

The subjects are
interesting

Strongly Agree

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
I am learning and I know what QQI is The teachers have
I have a list of
I never forget my
growing in
worked out a
coursework inside Memory Key (USB
confidence
learning plan with
each folder
Stick)
me
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree
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70%
80%
70%
60%
60%
50%
50%
40%
40%
30%
30%
20%
20%
10%
10%
0%
0%

The staff remind I need more help
Ime
getof
onthe
well
with with
I have
plentyand
of
centre
literacy
the other
students numeracy
friends in(words
the
rules
andcentre
numbers)

Strongly Disagree

I get a lot of
Classes start on
encouragement
fromtime
teachers

Disagree

My parents are
I think that I will
I am proud
amtohappy
with
happy
that I to
ambe
in I go
another
in
the centre
the qualifications I
Youthreach
education/training
am able to after
get inI
Bandon
programme
this
centre
finish
Youthreach

Agree

Strongly Agree

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
I know what my
There are plenty
course will qualify
of trips and
me to do when I'm outside activities
finished here
organised for us
Strongly Disagree

I am able to see
the counsellor as
often as I like

Disagree

This centre is well I always get lots of
known in the local notice if there are
community
days off or trips
planned

Agree

Strongly Agree

In general we were happy with the feedback from students. The main issue we are concerned about
was the number of students that disagreed that classes start on time. We’ve worked extensively on
this issue during the past academic year and it has improved. We are aware of some students taking
time to get drinks in between classes and aim to improve time-wasting so that classes can begin on
time for those students already in situ.
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Feedback from ETB
Please complete this questionnaire in relation to the centre named below.
Centre Name:- Bandon
In your opinion what do you consider to be the major achievements of the centre in the past year?

If you would like to make any other recommendations for improvements or comments please do so
in the space provided below.

Thank you for your assistance.
Your comments will be discussed by the staff during the annual Centre Evaluation and Improvement
Planning Process.
Any/all actions that arise as a result of your recommendations will be documented, included in the
centres Action Plan for the coming year and implemented within a given timeframe
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Feedback from Parents/Guardians/Significant Adults
We have an excellent group of significant adults involved in the centre at the moment. One
significant adult represents 3 students and therefore 10 student’s significant adults’ are
represented in the survey feedback.
1. Were you given enough information about the Youthreach centre and the courses available prior
to your son/daughter starting the programme?
Yes 8
No
0
Comments:
Informative meeting
2. Do you know what your son/ daughter is studying while in Youthreach?
Yes 8
No
0
Comments:
We were given a timetable and leaflets about the material she is going to study
3. Do you feel that Youthreach staff are helpful to you when you contact the centre?
Yes
8
No
0
Comments:
Excellent
Always
4. Do you feel that the centre keeps you informed of your child’s progress/ behaviour?
Yes 8
No
0
Comments:
So far we feel very informed

5. Can you suggest any improvements that would be helpful as your child participates in the
centre?
Yes 1
No
7
Comments:
Learning Driver Theory Test
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Feedback from Employers
As part of Youthreach Bandon’s Centre Evaluation and Improvement Plan in November 2017 a
consultation involving the work experience placement providers took place. The purpose of the
consultation was to gain feedback from the employers based on 7 open questions put to them in
relation to their experience of our centre and the students we placed with them.
The questionnaire was developed incorporating the following questions:
1. Did you receive adequate information from the centre in advance of the work placement?
If not what additional information would you require?
2. Do you feel that students benefit from their work placement with you?
If not, why not?
3. When students are on work placement are you clear about what your role/function is?
4. Do you think that while the students on work placement with you that they are clear about
what they are expected to do?
If not why do you think this is?
5. Do you find that students have the necessary employability skills on completion of their work
placement with you?
If not what – in your opinion - are the specific areas that our students could work on to improve
their employability skills?
6. Would you give employment to students from the Youthreach centre?
If not, why not?
7. Would you recommend our Youthreach centre to another employer? If not why not?
We needed their honest and non-biased opinions on each area in order to seek out the areas that
need improvement or adjustment based on their experiences.
The Findings:
We sent 6 questionnaires by post and followed up by telephone. Of the 6 sent out, we received a total
of 6 returns which we’re delighted with.
The feedback was positive overall but we were aware of one employers’ issue with a student on
placement during the summer period. We would have preferred to have more feedback from the
local employers in order to allow us to closely gauge where we need to improve and suggestions from
them as to what they believe would be useful ways of endorsing the improvements. This is the
feedback we received under each question asked.
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1. Did you receive adequate information from the centre in advance of the work placement? If
not what additional information would you require?






Yes, no issue
Yes
Didn’t receive any info?
Yes – insurance/timesheets/information on course
Details of student, how long at YR, strengths, weaknesses or student etc.

2. Do you feel that students benefit from their work placement with you? If not, why not?





Yes
Yes - hopefully
Not much interest shown
Hopefully but there should be a requirement list for each student

3. When students are on work placement are you clear about what your role/function is?
 Yes
 Probably not
 Yes to teach them different aspects on how best to maintain standards and reach
targets
 Yes – mentor/supervise
4. Do you think that while the students on work placement with you that they are clear about
what they are expected to do? If not why do you think this is?
 Yes I am in contact with the student throughout the day
 Yes full training is provided on the first day
 Yes – she had a list of duties to achieve
 Some people need a push in the right direction
 Yes - A list of roles and responsibilities would be useful
5. Do you find that students have the necessary employability skills on completion of their work
placement with you? If not what – in your opinion - are the specific areas that our students
could work on to improve their employability skills?
 Yes, the student was well able to work on his own and I would highly recommend him
for a position
 Yes I believe so
 No – they should show more interest in what they’re doing
 Punctuality was a problem
 Yes as they have the necessary skills
6. Would you give employment to students from the Youthreach centre? If not, why not?
 Yes if my name was over the door
 Yes depending on the work ethic of the student, we have done so in the past.
 Unsure
 No at the moment, thanks
 Yes
7. Would you recommend our Youthreach centre to another employer? If not why not?




Yes – I had nothing but positive things to say about X
Yes
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Review of Action Plan from ICE 2016-2017
Quality Area Action arising from the History
Specific Action from
ICE/CEIP 2016 - 2017

Evidence of Action
Completed

Action/s yet to be
completed

A sub group to work
on the history of the
centre for the CEIP
report

History of the centre
completed

None

Who is
Responsible
for action

Start
Month/Finish
Month

Quality Area Action as a Result of the Mission Statement, Aims and Objectives
Specific Action from
ICE/CEIP 2016 - 2017

Evidence of Action
Completed

Action/s yet to be
completed

To review our mission
statement, aims and
objectives with a QF
facilitator

Reviewed our mission
statement, aims and
objectives with a QF
facilitator

None

Who is
Responsible
for action

Start
Month/Finish
Month

Quality Area Action Arising from the To Do List/Task Sheet for the Following Year
Specific Action from ICE/CEIP
2016 - 2017

Evidence of Action
Completed

Action/s yet to
be completed

To carry out a review from
each student in relation to
each subject they participate in
To conduct a student
evaluation for CEIP
Profile of Students (DES
Returns)

Subject reviews

None

Student evaluation

None

DES, FARR and
PLSS

None

Teacher templates

None

To include the following
information for CEIP Session
and Report
1.

Number of students in
centre during past year,
their ages, male female
ratio
2. Number of students who
started during year
3. Number of students who
left/progressed/where
they went.
4. Number of students who
completed courses/
achieved certification
To carry out a review from
each teacher in relation to
each subject they deliver

Who is
Responsible
for action

Start
Month/Finish
Month
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To document a timeline of
centre events/activities for
CEIP
To conduct a review of the
summer programme

Timeline of centre
events/activities

None

Review of the
summer
programme

None

Quality Area Action as a Result of the SCOT Analysis
Specific Action from
ICE/CEIP 2016 - 2017

Evidence of Action
Completed

Action/s yet to be
completed

Distribute the posters
and leaflets in the
catchment area and
change the signs

Posters and leaflets
were distributed, we
have new signage and
we did an ad mail
campaign
Website

None

Student council roles

None

Launch the centre
website
To delegate
responsibility for the
various roles on the
student council

Who is
Responsible
for action

Start
Month/Finish
Month

Who is
Responsible
for action

Start
Month/Finish
Month

None

Quality Area Action as a Result of the SCOT Analysis (continued)
Specific Action from
ICE/CEIP 2016 - 2017

Evidence of Action
Completed

Action/s yet to be
completed

To visit each school in
the catchment area
and meet with the
principal with the view
to inviting them to the
centre for Christmas
Dinner
To carry out out a
comprehensive audit
of health and safety in
the building
To develop a Criticial
Incident Plan for the
centre
Enhance the social
media
To look at the work
experience
programme and
placements especially
in relation to a number
of students
To have health and
safety as an item on
the staff meeting
agenda

We visited each school
in the catchment area
and met with the
Principal with the view
to inviting them to the
centre for Christmas
Dinner
Health and safety audit

None

Critical Incident Plan

None

The Facebook page

None

New Work
Experience descriptor

None

Staff meeting agenda

None

None
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Quality Area (5) Administration and Financial Management
Specific Action from
ICE/CEIP 2016 - 2017

Evidence of Action
Completed

Action/s yet to be
completed

The CETB to carry out
an IT audit in
Youthreach centres

IT audit started with
the ETB

None

Who is
Responsible
for action

Start
Month/Finish
Month

Who is
Responsible
for action

Start
Month/Finish
Month

Who is
Responsible
for action

Start
Month/Finish
Month

Sabrina

May 2018

Quality Area (6) Record Keeping
Specific Action from
ICE/CEIP 2016 - 2017

Evidence of Action
Completed

Action/s yet to be
completed

Request info from
CETB on the date for
introduction of the
data protection policy
To source training on
data protection
training for staff
Update passwords on
all IT equipment and
WiFi password
One staff member to
take responsibility to
ensure staff training
folder is updated
monthly.

Data protection policy

None

CETB are to provide
training on data
protection
New WiFi password and
administration
passwords
Staff training folder is
updated

None

None

None

Quality Area Results of Parent’s Findings 2014
Specific Action from
ICE/CEIP 2016 - 2017

Evidence of Action
Completed

Action/s yet to be
completed

To include a statement
in the student
handbook saying that
the parents have
access to the centres
open days and they
are welcome to seek
information about the
programme
To look into doing the
Driver Theory Test
during the summer
To start carrying out
learning style
questionnaire
with the students

Student handbook

None

They did the revision
for the Driver Theory
Test
Learning style
questionnaires in bksb

None

To start carrying out
learning style
questionnaires
with the students
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Quality Area (3) Communications and Links with the Community
Specific Action from
ICE/CEIP 2016 - 2017

Evidence of Action
Completed

Action/s yet to be
completed

Set up a snapchat
account
Do the shoe box
appeal

Face book page

None

We didn’t do the shoe
box appeal due to time
constraints
Communications policy
and procedures

None

PR strategy in
communications policy

None

Develop a centre
communications policy
and procedures
Include a PR strategy
in the Communications
policy

Who is
Responsible
for action

Start
Month/Finish
Month

Who is
Responsible
for action

Start
Month/Finish
Month

Source Assist
training for all staff
and all staff to
attend training

Laura

May 2018

Who is
Responsible
for action

Start
Month/Finish
Month

None

Quality Area Social Environment

Specific Action from
ICE/CEIP 2016 - 2017

Evidence of Action
Completed

Action/s yet to be
completed

Organise a treasure
hunt for the students
around the town
Source Assist training
for all staff and all staff
to attend training

Easter egg hunt and we
are doing a treasure
hunt for Christmas
We looked into Assist
training but it was
cancelled

None

Quality Area (23) Teaching and Learning

Specific Action from
ICE/CEIP 2016 - 2017

Evidence of Action
Completed

Action/s yet to be
completed

Have an award
ceremony for students
under various
headings i.e.
attendance,
progression, behaviour
etc.
Develop a draft
language, literacy and
numeracy policy and
bring to a staff
meeting to finalise it
Display clearly in each
class the learning
outcomes for each
module
At a staff meeting
discuss the report

In house award
ceremony for students
at Christmas, student of
the month and CETB
graduation

None

Language, Literacy and
Numeracy policy

None

Learning outcomes
displayed in the class
rooms

None

Report cards were sent
out

None
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cards and student’s
progress
To evaluate all class
room spaces
Develop a QQI mind
map to display in the
rooms depicting an
overview of each
module

Refurbishment of the
building
QQI mind map was
developed by Cyril

None
None

Quality Area (28) Language, Literacy and Numeracy
Specific Action from
ICE/CEIP 2016 - 2017

Evidence of Action
Completed

Action/s yet to be
completed

Look into the
possibility of staff
attending NALA
workshops

NALA workshops are
not on at the moment

None

Who is
Responsible
for action

Start
Month/Finish
Month

Who is
Responsible
for action

Start
Month/Finish
Month

Quality Area Transfer and Progression

Specific Action from
ICE/CEIP 2016 - 2017

Evidence of Action
Completed

Action/s yet to be
completed

Bring up the issue of
having a County
Career Guidance
Counsellor for
Youthreach students

Laura brought up the
issue of having a
County Career
Guidance Counsellor
for Youthreach
students but not
possible

None

List of Areas being evaluated in 2018
The following areas were evaluated during the CEIP facilitation 2018:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

(5) Administration and Financial Management
(6) Record Keeping
(13) Staff Support
(19) Code of Behaviour
(23) Teaching and Learning
(29) Social, Personal and Health Education
(31) Transfer and Progression
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Quality Standards and Evaluation Criteria
Section 1 Organisational Management
5. Administration and Financial Management
5.1 Administration arrangements meet the
needs of all stakeholder groups.
(a)
Administration support is allocated as
appropriate between the centre and
the ETB Office.
(b)

(c)

(d)

The administration staff carry out the
key administration functions relating
to the programme.
Relevant equipment and resources
are provided in order to carry out all
administration functions.

Clear procedures are in place in
relation to all administration tasks in
line with ETB and IAU - Internal Audit
Unit - formally VSSU guidelines.

Evidence

Area for
Improvement

P2P System (FIDO), sales
pulse, core system application for leave,
sickness and sign in
Co-ordinator and Resource
Person

None

Well-equipped centre –
phones, computers, printers,
photocopiers, scanners,
other administration tools
Staff regularly submit lists of
materials/resources needed
to the
Co-ordinator

None

CETB guidelines –
administration, finance
etc., H.R. and finance
guidelines etc.

None

Annual non-pay and pay
budgets and offer a
business plan to justify the
budget

None

None

5.2
Finances are managed in a manner that
meets the needs of the centre and are in
compliance with National Guidelines
(a)
The Co-Ordinator is provided with an
approved budget for the programme.

Action

Who is
responsible for
action

Start month/year
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Appropriate training is provided for
management and key staff in relation
to budgetary matters
Pay and non-pay budgets are
effectively planned and managed by
the Co-Ordinator in conjunction with
local management and the relevant
personnel in the local ETB.
Supplies and services are ordered in
accordance with the approved
purchasing procedures of the ETB.
All necessary financial records are
maintained and stored safely.
Financial management systems are
subject to external audit.

Regular training offered by
CETB

None

P2P system
PTT system

None

P2P and quotes

None

P2P online system, hard
copies filed and retained in
office for future audit
Controller and Auditor
General and School Meals
Programme audit

None

Insurance letter sent from
CETB and filed in office –
IPB public liability, work
experience and motor
vehicles
N/A at the moment

None

None

5.3
Adequate insurance cover is in place to cover
all activities of the programme.
(a)
Written confirmation of insurance
cover is in place.

(b)

Additional insurance cover for any
new programme/activity is sought
and received prior to engaging in
new programmes/activities.

None
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6. Record keeping
6.1 Records relating to key aspects of the
programme are maintained in accordance
with National Data Protection Guidelines.
(a)
A data protection policy - in line with
the Office of the Data Protection
Commissioner - is in place in the
centre.
(b)
Staff are aware of and familiar with
data protection obligations.
(c)

Due care is taken to protect
confidential information in line with
data protection legislation.

(d)

Records in relation to staff are
maintained to include recruitment
details, relevant contracts, claim
forms, annual leave, sick leave, staff
development programmes that staff
engaged in, programmes of work and
evaluations as relevant

Evidence

Area for
Improvement

Data protection Policy is in
place and available in the
Office.

None

The policy was presented at
a staff meeting and is
available in the Office
Password protection,
restricted access to office
and filing cabinets,
information retained only
when required
Staff files, online core
system, copies of medical
certificates, CPD folder,
assessment plans, ICE
reports

None

None

None

Action

Who is
responsible for
action

Start
month/year
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Section Two: Personnel & Development

13. Staff Support
13.1 A staff support system is in place in the
centre.
(a)
A staff support system is in place in the
centre.

(b)

Staff support occurs on a regular basis in
the centre and in a structured external
format should it be required

(c)

The benefits of the staff support system
are evident in the centre

Evidence

Area for
Improvement

Staff meetings, CPD,
CEIP, staff nights out,
open door policy, Care
Call and a well-being
day
Staff meetings, CPD,
CEIP, staff nights out,
open door policy, Care
Call and a well-being
day
Low turnover of staff
and no HR issues

None

None

None

Action

Who is
responsible for
action

Start month/year
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Section Three: Learning Environment

19 Code of Behaviour
19.1 Students are encouraged to behave in an appropriate
manner.
(a)
A positive Code of Behaviour is developed and
implemented in a fair and consistent manner in
compliance with departmental guidelines
(b)
The Code of Behaviour outlines students’ rights,
responsibilities and a grievance procedure.
(d)

The Code of Behaviour outlines procedures for dealing
with the misuse of drugs.

(e)

The Code of Behaviour has the support of
parents/guardians, staff and students and local ETB.

(f)

Clear records are maintained in relation to the
implementation of the Code of Behaviour.

(g)

An anti-bullying policy is developed, documented and
implemented in a fair and consistent way in
compliance with the Department of Education and
Skills guidelines
Information and training in relation to anti-bullying,
cyber bullying is provided for all staff.

(h)

(i)

Staff, students, parents/guardians are made aware of
and fully support the implementation of the centre’s
anti-bullying policy.

Evidence

Area for
Improvement

Code of behaviour

None

The Code of Behaviour outlines
students’ rights, responsibilities
and a grievance procedure.
The Code of Behaviour outlines
procedures for dealing with the
misuse of drugs.
Parents and students sign the code
of behaviour, it was brought to a
staff meeting and it was sent to the
ETB and brought up at a
Coordinator’s meeting
Individual write ups, key working
records, monitoring chart and
correspondence
Anti-bullying policy

None

Talk on anti-bullying workshop for
staff and students and
questionnaire on bullying
Student handbook

None

None

None

None

None

None

Action

Who is
responsible
for action

Start
month/year
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Section Four: Programme
23 Teaching and Learning
23.1 The centre is focused on making a positive,
measurable and significant difference to the
quality of teaching in the centre.
(a)
Staff-student, student-student and
student-staff interactions are respectful

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Expected learning intentions/outcomes
are
 curriculum and syllabus based,
 differentiated to cater for
individual learning needs
 set out in teachers programme
plans
Staff share and vary the content,
activities, methodology and resources
and take into account the range of
interests, needs and experience of all
students
Student participation, contributions and
questions are encouraged and their
efforts and achievements are affirmed in
the classroom.
Team teaching, collaborative learning
and extracurricular opportunities are
evident in centre programmes, where
appropriate.

Evidence

Area for
Improvement

Mission statement, code of behaviour, student
evaluation, student council, report cards, key
working reports, 1:1 meetings and subject
evaluation
Programme plans, schemes of work, lesson
plans, descriptors, key working, 1:1, student
folders and assignment briefs

None

Staff meetings, report cards, cross curricular,
programme plans and lesson plans

None

Student folders, student of the month, report
cards, awards ceremony, class assessments,
lesson plans, student evaluation and written
feedback in folders
Drama, cross curricular in lesson plans and
folders, Health and Fitness, well-being session,
trips, summer programme, soccer league, midterm activities, college open days, guest
speakers and clean up at lunch time

None

None

None

Action

Who is
responsible
for action

Start
month/year
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(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

(k)

Students are provided with meaningful
feedback on their work, during and at
the end of the class, to improve their
learning.
Information regarding student progress
is shared with relevant staff members as
necessary
Attention is given within each
subject/programme to the development
of students’ Language, Literacy,
Numeracy and new technologies.
Classroom/learning areas are organised
in a manner that supports learning, they
are appropriately laid out, wellresourced and orderly
A visually-stimulating, print-rich
environment with high-quality displays
of subject-related material and students’
work is evident in classrooms and
corridors.
Students are supported to engage
actively in their learning.

23.2 The centre is focused on making a positive,
measurable and significant difference to the
quality of learning in the centre.
(a)
Students are supported to develop team
skills, through a wide range of class and
non- classroom based activities, cross
curricular experiences, collaborative
learning and extracurricular activities
(b)

Students are adequately challenged
engaged and supported in their learning,
so that they make satisfactory progress.

Assessments, written feedback in their folders,
student evaluation, report cards, corrections
and lesson plans

None

Staff meetings, report cards, cross curricular,
programme plans and lesson plans

None

Programme plans, lesson plans, LLN policy,
ECDL, Digital Media, ICT, DEAR and bksb

None

Cleaners, class rooms, refurbishment of the
building, LO’s on the wall, posters, equipment,
ICT in all the rooms and budget

None

Posters, TV in the hall, student’s work, art
work, murals and outdoor area

None

Lesson plans, programme plans, key worker,
1:1 project work, timetables, feedback,
assignments and checklists

None

Drama, cross curricular in lesson plans and
folders, Health and Fitness, well-being session,
trips, summer programme, soccer league, midterm activities, college open days, guest
speakers, pet maintenance, walks and clean up
at lunch time
Lesson plans, programme plans, key worker,
1:1 project work, timetables, feedback,
assignments, pre assessments, bksb, report
cards and checklists

None

None
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(c)

Students are encouraged to engage
purposefully in the class in an enjoyable
positive learning environment.

(d)

Students are provided with
opportunities to reflect and give regular
feedback on
 the class
 their learning
And achieve expected outcomes.
Staff have the flexibility to adapt
programme content, activities and
methodologies in order to support
students who may be at risk of under
achieving

(e)

Lesson plans, programme plans, key worker,
1:1 project work, timetables, feedback,
assignments, pre assessments, bksb, report
cards, briefs, student evaluation, subject
evaluation, folders, certification and checklists
Assessments, assignments, corrected
assignments, learner records, subject
evaluation, student council, key working, 1:1
reports and feedback in their folders, reflective
journals in some journals and the use of
appropriate methodologies
Lesson plans, 1:1, key working, assessment
plans, timetable and staff meetings

29. Social, Personal and Health Education
29.1 In line with the Education Act (1998), centres
promote the social and personal development of all
students and provide health education for them through a
broad ranging and integrated programme of SPHE

None

None

None

Evidence

Area for
Improvement

Action

Who is
responsible for
action

Start month/year

Develop an
overall
SPHE plan
for the
centre

Sabrina

March 2018

(a)

An SPHE Plan for the centre is developed, documented,
implemented and evaluated annually

SPHE programme plan

SPHE Plan for
the centre

(b)

The SPHE Plan addresses areas such as self-awareness
and emotional health, self-management, belonging and
integrating, communication skills, friendships, conflict
resolution, relationships and sexuality, influences and
decision-making, substance use, personal safety and
knowing when and how to seek help

SPHE programme plan
covers all these areas

None
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(c)

The overall social, personal and health education needs
of students are assessed formally and/or informally.

(d)

A programme of learning in the area of social, personal
and health education is developed and delivered based
on the needs of students.
Health promotion is an integrated part of centre policy
and practice.

(e)

(f)

Students have access to information on self-care and
health related issues.

(g)

Soft skills development of students are acknowledged,
recorded and evaluated annually as part of the Quality
Framework Process

Key working, PIDS and
PIPS folder, soft skills
measurement tool, work
experience, Health and
Fitness modules, meal
plan, report cards,
interview and induction
Programme plans,
timetable and lesson
plans
Posters, meal plan, guest
speakers, modules, key
working, counsellor,
trips, water machine,
clean up, code of
behaviour, morning
walk, Drama, well being
session and gym
Posters, meal plan, guest
speakers, modules, key
working, counsellor,
trips, water machine,
clean up, code of
behaviour, morning
walk, Drama, well being
session and gym
Soft skill measurement
tool on a database

None

None

None

None

None
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31. Transfer and Progression
31.1 Students are supported to transfer
and progress to programmes within or
external to the centre.
(a)

(b)

A policy and procedures for Transfer and
Progression of students is developed
documented and monitored annually
(QQI B4 Access Transfer and
Progression)
Links are established between
employers, centres of further education
and training, 3rd level institutions and
other relevant agencies in order to
develop achievable and realistic transfer
and progression routes for students.

(c)

Students are informed of the transfer
and progression opportunities that are
open to them on completion of the
programme.

(d)

Students’ progression and transfer
routes are documented in their files and
recorded in the annual report

(e)

Ongoing support is provided for
students during the initial stage and
while on a new programme.
Exit interviews are carried out with all
students on leaving the centre to

(f)

Evidence

Area for
Improvement

QQI B4 Access Transfer
and Progression and
progression programme

None

Database of employers,
employer evaluations,
work experience results,
college open days,
shadowing days,
students on placement,
Guidance Counselling
and key working
Course information
displayed in the centre,
open days, guest
speakers, Career
Guidance and key
working
CEIP report, CETB
report, monthly
progress reports,
termination forms, PLSS
and centre database
Open door policy, Face
book, CV’s, references
and folders
Statements/testimonials

None

Parent’s involvement
in progression

Action

Who is
responsible for
action

Start
month/year

Have an information
night for parents on
the courses available
for their children

Laura and staff

March 2018

Conduct exit
interviews with

Laura

Ongoing

None

None

Exit interviews
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evaluate their experience and the
achievements of their agreed goals

(g)

Support material is available and
provided to students when leaving the
centre (e.g. awards, relevant contact
numbers, letters from employers)

(h)

Students are tracked and supported for
a minimum of 6 months after exiting
from the Centre
Students are contacted 12-18 months
after leaving the centre (where possible)
and re-interviewed to monitor longerterm outcomes for them since
completing the programme and to
identify issues, concerns and difficulties
they may have encountered subsequent
to Youthreach.

(i)

students when
leaving to evaluate
their experience and
the achievements of
their agreed goals
Certificates, awards,
open door policy,
references, graduation
day and folders are
available to them
N/A

N/A

None
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Timeframe for Actions
Actions from the CEIP Process (In order of implementation)
 Quality Areas are noted after each area for improvement.
Month
to start
action

AREA FOR IMPROVEMENT.
( and QA)

Action

PERSON
RESPONSIBLE

TICK
WHEN
COMPLETE

January
2018
Action as a Result of the To Do
List/Task Sheet for the
Following Year

Profile of Students (DES Returns)

Laura

To include the following
information for CEIP Session and
Report
1.

2.
3.

4.

Number of students in centre
during past year, their ages,
male female ratio
Number of students who
started during year
Number of students who
left/progressed/where they
went.
Number of students who
completed courses/ achieved
certification

March
2018
QA (29) Social, Personal and
Health Education
QA (31) Transfer and
Progression

Develop an overall SPHE plan for
the centre
Have an information night for
parents on the courses available for
their children

Sabrina

Action as a Result of the To Do
List/Task Sheet for the
Following Year
Action as a Result of the To Do
List/Task Sheet for the
Following Year

Carry out a review from each
student in relation to each subject
they participate in
Conduct a student evaluation for
CEIP

All students

Action as a Result of the SCOT
Analysis

To look into developing a link with a
community service for the purpose
of soft skills development
To start carrying out learning style
questionnaires
with the students
Source Assist training for all staff
and all staff to attend training

Kate and all
staff

Laura and
staff

April
2018

Laura

May
2018

Action as a Result of Parent’s
Findings 2014
(QA) Social Environment

Sabrina

Laura

April
2018
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Action as a Result of the To Do
List/Task Sheet for the
Following Year

Carry out a review from each
teacher in relation to each subject
they deliver

All teaching
staff

Action as a Result of the To Do
List/Task Sheet for the
Following Year
Action as a Result of the To Do
List/Task Sheet for the
Following Year

Compile a timeline of centre
events/activities for CEIP

Laura and
Hughie

Conduct a review of the Summer
Programme

Laura and
Hughie

Action as a Result of the
Student Evaluation Findings
Action as a Result of the
Student Evaluation Findings
QA (31) Transfer and
Progression

Students are not to have tea during
classes
Only the student that mopped is
allowed an extended break
Conduct exit interviews with
students when leaving to evaluate
their experience and the
achievements of their agreed goals

All staff

July
2018

Ongoing

Cyril
Laura

These actions will be on the Agenda of all staff meetings to ensure they are being
implemented within the given timeframe above.

Individual Evaluations
What Worked Well?
CYRIL: Refurbishment of the centre and it is a joy to come into it. The graduation day: it was a joy to
see the students come through the system and were supported by their children, parents and
siblings
DEBORAH: The number of students who gained full certification. The progress students are making
with my subjects
SABRINA: The changes to the centre aesthetically and the rabbit and the guinea pig. I changed a lot
with the PIDS based on the EA feedback and it is going well
LAURA: The aesthetics in the centre inside and outside. The graduation was very successful
KATE: Students that initially hated Maths and now they love it and are flying through it at level 4.
Starting up the drama class and the students see a different side to me: it is nice to have a group
with no pressure
HUGHIE: Being made feel so welcome by the Coordinator and all the staff. I have learned a lot of
new skills since I began working here and have gained invaluable experience so far e.g. the
administration side of things, preparing teacher folders, teaching classes etc.
JENNI: The real sense of pride in the centre due to the aesthetics. The centre has a great sense of
stability
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What Could Have Worked Better?
CYRIL: The amount of movement within the groups of students
DEBORAH: Due to my absence last year: the catching up that had to be done and it put the students
under pressure
LAURA: Recruitment and retention of students
KATE: Business Studies didn’t go well
HUGHIE: I started my role here later than expected as I was away for a couple of weeks after my
official start date. When I did start it was only for around a week before the centre closed for the
summer holidays. This meant that I was behind in my preparation for the role and felt like I was
playing catch up for a while
JENNI: A lot of changes in relation to my teaching hours and I had no control over it

Celebrating Success
As a Team we are Great because…









We all want what’s best for each student’s development in the centre and in life
We support each other, we offer each other advice and we get on very well
We work very well together, we help each other, we have the same objectives and the welfare
of the students at the centre of our thinking and actions
We are very respectful to each other and work very hard to ensure that the students have a
positive experience in Youthreach, while also facilitating them to reach their individual goals
We support each other in good times and bad
We have a diverse range of skills and talents, we communicate well with each other and the
students, we are reliable and dependable and all have the best interests of each individual
student at heart.
Although we all work well as a team, we also have the ability to work equally as well using our
initiative

We are getting Better at…







Working together for each student including communication needs/challenges and taking active
roles to help students with same
Communication and transparency
Dealing with the changing of the classes, having a good balance in the centre as a whole with
regard to teaching, flexibility and social (soft skills)
Coordinating our efforts to deliver the programme
Internal Verification
Cross curricular links are more smoothly and easily incorporated into our individual modulesAs we
all embrace the changes in the centre, we are getting better at sharing
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Monitoring Arrangements
The CEIP Action Plan is printed in A3 on the office notice board and every action identifies the staff
member and timeline. The CEIP will be monitored on an ongoing basis as part of every staff meeting
and management action plan. Areas of weakness will be identified and support will be offered when
needed to complete actions.

Contact Details
Laura O’ Donovan
Co-ordinator
Youthreach Bandon
Station Road
Bandon

Landline: 023 8852002
Mobile: 085 2331731
Email: Laura.odonovan@corketb.ie

